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MARQUIP 16RSE-DC 15.75 CFM - 445LPM AIR
COMPRESSOR

Dual Control version which features: Automatic STOP/START pressure switch
(PS) control & automatic free-running air governor (AG) control, depending
on compressor use & duty the best method of operating can be chosen to suit
the job. Heavy duty cast iron pump has cast iron cylinders, air cooled by a
large fan-type flywheel. Efficient air intake filters reduce noise & low revving
speed extends pump life. 2 KW motor, 9.4BAR / 135PSI, FAD 300LPM.
Dimensions (L x W x H): 110 x 67 x 80 cm

$1897.00

+ gst

With bonus 10 metre hose from 1/6/21 - 31/7/21

p/n MARQ16RSEDC

MARQUIP 445LPM - 15.7CFM COMPRESSOR 50 LITRE
TANK PNEUMATIC WHEELS

Dual Control version which features: Automatic STOP/START pressure switch
(PS) control & automatic free-running air governor (AG) control, depending
on compressor use & duty the best method of operating can be chosen to suit
the job. Heavy duty cast iron pump has cast iron cylinders, air cooled by a
large fan-type flywheel. Low revving speed extends pump life. 2 KW motor,
9.4BAR / 135PSI, FAD 300LPM. Dimensions (L x W x H): 110 x 67 x 80 cm
Pneumatic wheels

$2077.22

p/n MARQ16RFE-DC

+ gst

With bonus 10 metre hose 1/6/21 - 31/7/21

MARQUIP 16CSE-DC 15.75 CFM - 445LPM AIR
COMPRESSOR 105 LITRE TANK - STATIONARY

Dual Control version which features: Automatic STOP/START pressure switch
(PS) control & automatic free-running air governor (AG) control, depending on
compressor use & duty the best method of operating can be chosen to suit the
job. Heavy duty cast iron pump has cast iron cylinders, air cooled by a large fan
-type flywheel. Efficient air intake filters reduce noise & low revving speed extends pump life. 2 KW motor, 9.4BAR / 135PSI, FAD 300LPM.
Dimensions (L x W x H): 110 x 40 x 80 cm

$2197.60

p/n MARQ16CSE-DC

MARQUIP PETROL 17.3 CFM - 489LPM AIR
COMPRESSOR 70 LITRE TANK &
PNEUMATIC WHEELS

Heavy duty cast iron pump has cast iron cylinders, air cooled
by a large fan-type flywheel, efficient air intake filters reduce
noise and low revving speed extends pump life. 5.5 hp
HONDA petrol motor, 70 litre tank, maximum pressure 9.4
bar - 135 psi. Throttle control allows engine to idle when full
pressure is reached
Dimensions (L x W x H): 129 x 40 x 80 cm

$2450.00

+ gst

With bonus 10 metre hose from 1/6/21 - 31/7/21

+ gst

WITH FREE
10mtr hose
1/06/21
TO
31/07/21
p/n MARQ20RFPAG

2
WELMADE 125mm
ORBITAL PALM SANDER

AIRBRUSH
COMPRESSOR

HD neoprene pad (W2205),
muffled exhaust, high-performance
& well-balanced motor, Includes 2
vinyl pads with 5/16" stud: 1 x
W2205 plain pad & W2205-V1
Hook type pad with 6 holes,
10,000 rpm

Diaphragm compressor 42
litre/minute - 1.5CFM
220V, .17HP,
4 BAR - 60 PSI maximum
pressure

$264.00

$236.00

+ gst

+ gst

p/n W5120AR

500mm INDUSTRIAL
1100w VENTILATION
FAN

HEAVY DUTY EXHAUST FAN
DUCTING
p/n CTF9305

130m³ per minute air flow,
mounted on castors, adjustable
fan angle

300mm x 5 metres long

$508.00
+ gst

$89.00 + gst

p/n CTF9310

300mm x 10 metres long

p/n CTF9505

500mm x 5 metres long

p/n CTF9510

500mm x 10 metres long

p/n W2814

$178.00 + gst
$161.30 + gst
$302.00 + gst

p/n CTF500H

300mm INDUSTRIAL
VENTILATION FAN

1050mm/42” 1110W
INDUSTRIAL VENTILATION
FAN 4 BLADE

500W, 65 cubic metres per
minute

$235.65

1110W, 410 m3 per minute, 720 rpm,
easy to move on castor base, low
noise, 73 dBA, IP54, 129 x 49 x
124cm

+ gst

$798.00
+ gst

p/n CTF-I-42

300mm EXPLOSION
PROOF INDUSTRIAL
VENTILATION FAN
500W, 65 cubic metres per
minute, 69dB

$451.00

p/n CTF300

HEAVY DUTY EXPLOSION
PROOF EXHAUST FAN
DUCTING 300mm x 5 metres long
$159.40
+ gst

+ gst

p/n BTF300

p/n BTF9305

PROGRESS 17
BATTERY CHARGER

PROGRESS 14
BATTERY CHARGER

Charges 12 volt and 24 volt lead
acid batteries, 11 amp, heavy
duty metal case, voltage and
current selection, automatic
thermal overload and polarity
reversal protection

Charges 6 volt and 12 volt
lead acid batteries, 11 amp,
heavy duty metal case,
voltage and current selection,
automatic thermal overload
and polarity reversal
protection

$189.71

$164.22
+ gst

+ gst

p/n PROGRESS17

p/n PROGRESS14

PROGRESS 20
BATTERY CHARGER

Charges 12 volt and 24 volt lead
acid batteries, 16 amp, heavy
duty metal case, voltage and
current selection, automatic
thermal overload and polarity
reversal protection

$252.80

p/n PROGRESS20

+ gst

PROGRESS 25
BATTERY CHARGER

Charges 6 volt, 12 volt and 24
volt lead acid batteries, 25 amp,
heavy duty metal case, voltage
and current selection,
automatic thermal overload and
polarity reversal protection

$445.90
+ gst

www.waihyd.co.nz

p/n PROGRESS25

3
RAPID 480 450A JUMP
STARTER - CHARGER
12-24V

PROGRESS 35A BATTERY
CHARGER 6-12-24-36V

Voltage & current selection,
ammeter, automatic thermal
overload & polarity reversal
protection. Absorbed power 1830W,
charge voltage. 6-12-24-36-48 V,
charge current 38 Amp,
conventional current 25 Amp,
max. capacity 375 Ah 15h, 12 x
charge current options.

Charging Current Control Selector,
Ammeter, Thermal Overload
Protection, Internal Fuse
Protection against Short Circuits &
Polarity Reversal. Ideal for
workshops, car yards &
agricultural workshops.

$655.42

$836.55

+ gst

+ gst

p/n PROGRESS35B

p/n RAPID480

BONUS - FREE

SmartWasher® PARTS WASHER
START UP PACK with every
SmartWasher unit purchased
Between 1st June - 31st July 2021

Pack contains: 5 x parts washer degreaser 20l,
3 x FL-4 Smart filter pad 4 pack.
This Bioremediating Parts Washing System is both self
cleaning and environmentally friendly. It uses a
pH neutral cleaning fluid called OzzyJuice which
effectively cleans parts removing grease and grime
naturally while the bioremediation process cleans the
fluid. Bioremediation is the use of microbes to break
down and “eat” oil, grease, and carbon-based
contaminants. This proven biotechnology is used to
assist in the clean-up of wastewater treatment ponds
and lagoons in petroleum refineries and industrial
manufacturing facilities all around the world. Maintain
the unit properly according to the operating
instructions and you should never need to take away
dirty parts cleaning fluid again! Easy on your skin, no
strong solvent smells - great for you and for the
environment

P/n SMASW23

SMART WASHER SW23 MOBILE PARTS/BRAKES WASHER WITH FREE
START UP KIT 1st June - 31st July 2021

$2914.34 + gst
P/n SMASW25

SMART WASHER SW25 MOBILE SIGNATURE PARTS WASHER WITH
FREE START UP KIT 1st June - 31st July 2021

$2687.60 + gst
P/n SMASW28

SMART WASHER SW28 SUPERSINK PARTS WASHER
WITH FREE START UP KIT 1st June - 31st July 2021

$3426.40 + gst
P/n SMASW37

SMART WASHER SW37 MOBILE HEAVY WEIGHT PARTS WASHER
WITH FREE START UP KIT 1st June - 31st July 2021

$4033.90 + gst

www.waihyd.co.nz
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CRC 5-56 MULTIPURPOSE
LUBRICANT 420ml AEROSOL

CRC 5-56 ELECTRICAL
LUBRICANT 420ml
AEROSOL

A multi-purpose service spray that
penetrates, lubricates & prevents
corrosion. The original toolkit in a can. 10°C to +150°C. NZSFA Approved C14.
Contains no silicone, cleans grease & tar
off painted surfaces, silences annoying
squeaks & squeals, stops & attacks rust,
protective film for ongoing protection
against corrosion, displaces moisture to
help start wet engines, advanced
lubrication for smooth action, silences
annoying squeaks & squeals

Plastic safe lubricant, penetrant
and corrosion inhibitor that helps
prevent electrical faults caused
by water penetration, humidity,
condensation or corrosion.
NZFSA Approved C14
USDA Authorised for use in Federally
inspected Meat & Poultry Plant

$13.30
+ gst

$8.66 + gst

p/n CRC1751841
p/n CRC1751837

ONLY WHILE
STOCKS LAST,
OFFER ONLY
VALID FROM
1/06/2021 TO
31/07/2021

CRC 5-56 LOW ODOUR
LUBRICANT 420ml AEROSOL

CRC 5-56 INDUSTRIAL
NON-FLAMMABLE
LUBRICANT 420ml
AEROSOL

Lubricates, penetrates, displaces
moisture & protects from corrosion, low
odour & no solvent formula. Ideal for use
in confined places or areas where odour
sensitivity is a concern. Advanced
lubrication, stops & attacks rust,
displaces moisture, safe for all metals &
alloys, most painted surfaces, coatings,
plastics & rubbers

A high performance variant of CRC
5-56 fortified with PTFE. Dual action
actuator, -10°C to +200°C, displaces
moisture, penetrates quickly, frees
rusted parts, dielectric strength
19,400v, non-flammable, contains
no silicone, safe for all metals

$8.90 + gst

$11.30 + gst

p/n CRC1751840

p/n CRC1751842

CRC 5-56 MARINE MULTI-PURPOSE
LUBRICANT

Designed to prevent damage due to water & salt
atmosphere in marine engines & boating
equipment. Lubricates, displaces moisture to help start
wet engines, corrosion protection - penetrates
quickly, breaks away rust & corrosion, frees
components bonded by dirt & scale. Safe on all metals &
alloys, most painted surfaces, coatings, plastics &
rubbers, contains no silicone, cleans grease & tar off
painted surfaces MPI Approved C14

CRC OIL EATER OIL 400ml

Effectively removes oil stains from
porous surfaces. Effective on concrete
floors & driveways, paving, cobbles,
masonry, timber, heavy duty carpets &
mats. Oil Eater is ideal for all automotive, industrial & household needs.
Whether it's leaks, spills, drips, drops or
stains, simply spray Oil Eater on the oil
stain, allow to dry to a powder absorbing
the oil & pulling it to the surface, then
easily sweep, or hose off.

$12.10
+ gst

$9.98 + gst
p/n CRC1751839

p/n CRC5069

CRC ZINC-IT 500ml VALUE
PACK AEROSOL

CRC BLACK ZINC 500ml
VALUE PACK AEROSOL

A zinc rich coating that offers similar
advantages to hot dip galvanising.
A premium product where galvanising
needs repair or bare metal needs
protection.

Quick drying primerless finish with zinc
complexes for metal protection against
corrosion for at least 3 years on exposed
outdoor metals. British Colour Safety
Standard - 00 E53.

+ gst

+ gst

$19.80

$14.50

p/n CRC2129

p/n CRC2125

www.waihyd.co.nz
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CRC FOOD GRADE CO
CONTACT CLEANER 500ml

CRC 5-56 INDUSTRIAL
FOOD GRADE 400ml

An evaporating precision cleaner
designed to remove light contaminants from electrical & electronic
equipment in the food industry.
leaves no residue, fast evaporation,
plastic safe, non corrosive, contains
no lubricants, 360 degree valve, can
be sprayed from any position, nontoxic, non-staining, colourless, low
odour, MPI Approved C22, NZ
AsureQuality

Virtually odourless, tasteless and
colourless Lubricates moving parts,
Penetrates through corrosion to free
rusted parts forms a protective
barrier NZFSA approved C15 (all
animal product except dairy)
AsureQuality Approved Food,
Beverage, Dairy

p/n CRC3102

p/n CRC3003

$12.70
+ gst

$20.60 + gst

CRC LECTRA CLEAN
400ml AEROSOL

ADOS RTV SILICONE
NEUTRAL CURE CLEAR 310ml

$17.18
+ gst

$10.40
+ gst

Electric motor & equipment cleaner
degreaser. Ideal for cleaning flood
damaged equipment, non-flammable,
no flash point, non conductive, non
corrosive, can be used on energised
equipment, chemically stable & inert
NZFSA Approved C12

Formulated to use with zinc coated/
galvanised metal products, aluminium
frames and fibreglass, to glaze, seal and
weatherproof. Will adhere to glass,
ceramics aluminium, most painted
surfaces and plastics.
NZFSA approved C22

p/n CRC2018

p/n ADOS8360

ADOS RTV CONSTRUCTION
SILICONE ACETIC CURE
CLEAR 310ml

p/n CRC1752580

Designed for glazing, sealing and
weatherproofing. will adhere to glass,
ceramics, aluminium, most painted and
plastic surfaces. NB DO NOT USE FOR
GALVANISED STEEL OR CONCRETE!
NZFSA approved C22

$10.40
+ gst

CRC BRAKLEEN 600gm AEROSOL 8 PACK
BUY 6 GET 2 FREE
$53.48 + gst

p/n ADOS8365

ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST!!!!

p/n CRC1752581

CRC BRAKLEEN BLASTER 600gm 8 PACK
BUY 6 GET 2 FREE
$53.48 + gst
ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST!!!!

p/n HCV350V(G1)

HITACHI 350W MULTI TOOL
•
•
•
•

STAHLWILLE NYLON FACED HAMMERS
p/n SW70170027

Stahlwille 10956 27mm nylon faced hammer

p/n SW70170032

Stahlwille 10956 32mm nylon faced hammer

p/n SW70170040

Stahlwille 10956 40mm nylon faced hammer

$24.80 + gst
$31.80 + gst

•
•
•

Super heavy duty 350W motor
High Oscillation Speed for faster cutting, but unique
new design produces low vibration when cutting
Unique AUTO mode automatically increases or
decreases cutting speed as required
Variable Speed control: 5 stage manual settings, plus
AUTO mode
Constant Speed electronic maintains selected RPM is
maintained under load (manual mode)
Soft start ensuring complete control on start up
Simple tool-less blade change – uses industry
standard OIS blade system

$43.20 + gst

ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST!!!!

www.waihyd.co.nz

$279.00 + gst
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IRONCLAD BOX HANDLER
#1 ULTIMATE GRIP GLOVES

IRONCLAD EXO TACTICAL
REAL TREE IMPACT GLOVES

Features patented Diamondclad® siliThermoplastic rubber on back of hand
cone fused palm for maximum grip. 2
for knuckle and metacarpal impact
way high stretch material top, 100%
protection, thermoplastic rubber hook
Machine washable, hang dry, terry cloth and loop closure allows for easy on &
sweat wipe panel, TPR cuff puller,
off. Realtree Xtra camo pattern,
neoprene knuckles. The Box Handler® thermoplastic cuff puller helps you get
glove is a favourite among package
your glove in the proper position faster,
terry cloth sweat Wipe conveniently
delivery professionals
p/n ICBHG-04L
located on the back of the thumb.
p/n ICEX-RTI-04L
Box handler #1 ultimate grip gloves
large size
Tactical EXO impact gloves large size
p/n ICBHG-05XL

Box handler #1 ultimate grip gloves
xtra large size
$21.10 + gst

p/n ICEX-RTI-05XL

Tactical EXO impact gloves Xtra large
size
$19.30 + gst

IRONCLAD EXO TACTICAL
IRONCLAD FRAMER UTILITY
REAL TREE UTILITY GLOVES
GLOVES

Embossed Microsuede palm provides for The Framer offers open finger dexterity
excellent grip, elastic wrist cinch allows while providing outstanding protection &
for easy on and off, Realtree Xtra camo durability for the rest of your hand. This
pattern, suede cuff puller helps you get
glove has the rugged protection of
your glove in the proper position faster,
Duraclad® with dexterity only a
terry cloth sweat Wipe conveniently
fingerless glove can offer. Duraclad®
located on the back of the thumb
reinforced palm, knuckle impact TPR,
p/n ICEX-RTU-04L
terry cloth thumb sweat wipe, TPR cuff
Tactical EXO utility gloves large size
puller & hybrid safety cuff.
p/n ICEX-RTU-05XL

Tactical EXO utility gloves xtra large
size
$14.90 + gst

IRONCLAD GENERAL
UTILITY GLOVES

p/n ICFUG-04L

Framer utility gloves large size
p/n ICFUG-05XL

Framer utility gloves xtra large size
$20.10 + gst

IRONCLAD HEAVY DUTY
UTILITY GLOVES

A comfortable, form-fitting glove
High abrasion resistance, breathable nylon
designed to handle all of your
back of hand, Duraclad® reinforced palm,
day-to-day tasks, synthetic leather
knuckle impact TPR, terry cloth thumb
reinforcements, TPR knuckle protection, sweat wipe & hybrid safety cuff, hang dry
ICHUG-03L
terry cloth thumb sweat wipe and TPR
hybrid safety cuff, 100% machine
General utility gloves medium size
p/n ICHUG-04L
washable : hang dry
p/n ICGUG-04L
General utility gloves large size
p/n ICHUG-05XL
General utility gloves large size
General utility gloves xtra large size
p/n ICGUG-05XL

p/n ICHUG-06XXL

General utility gloves xtra large size

General utility gloves xtra xtra large size

$20.20 + gst

$21.60 + gst

IRONCLAD HEATWORX 600°F
- 315°C HEAVY DUTY GLOVES

Our most advanced heat resistant glove.
It features a Kovenex® palm liner and
silicone-laminated Kevlar® finger sidewalls for extreme heat protection in critical areas. A full Kevlar shell means extra
heat protection and improved cut
resistance, breathable, flexible & 100%
machine washable, hang dry

IRONCLAD I-VIZ®
REFLECTIVE GREEN GLOVES

p/n ICHW6-04L

The I-Viz® Reflective has high reflectivity
patterns on the back of the hand for any
situation where getting the job done &
being easily seen is critical, 100%
machine washable, hang dry. terry cloth
sweat wipe, padded synthetic leather
palm, velcro wrist closure for secure fit, 5
highly reflective indicators on each hand,
TPR knuckle protection.

p/n ICHW6-05XL

I-VIZ® reflective green gloves large size

Heatworx heavy duty gloves large size
Heatworx heavy duty gloves xtra large
size
$73.90 + gst

p/n ICIVG2-04-L

p/n ICIVG2-05-XL

I-VIZ® reflective green gloves XL size
$22.40 + gst

AVAILABLE IN BOTH
METRIC and IMPERIAL SIZES

www.waihyd.co.nz
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IRONCLAD I-VIZ®
REFLECTIVE ORANGE GLOVES

IRONCLAD MACH 5 VIBRATION
IMPACT 2 FINGERLESS GLOVES

The I-Viz® Reflective has high reflectivity Fingerless dexterity with ergonomic gel palm
patterns on the back of the hand for any pads for ultimate impact absorption, patented
ContourGrip® palm design, energy absorbing
situation where getting the job done &
& non-compressible, Clarino® non-slip reinbeing easily seen is critical, 100%
forcements, Hybrid Cuff system, TPR cuff
machine washable, hang dry. terry cloth
puller, terrycloth sweat wipe, machine
sweat wipe, padded synthetic leather
washable, hang dry.
palm, velcro wrist closure for secure fit, 5
p/n ICMFI2-03-M
highly reflective indicators on each hand,
Mach 5 vibration impact gloves medium size
TPR knuckle protection.
p/n ICIVO2-04-L

I-VIZ® reflective orange gloves large
size
p/n ICIVO2-05-XL

I-VIZ® reflective orange gloves XL size
$22.40 + gst

IRONCLAD MACH 5
FINGERLESS GLOVES

For any situation where you want protection
for your palm but need your fingers free to
complete the job, Clarino® non-slip
reinforcements, Hybrid Cuff system, TPR cuff
puller, TPR knuckle protection, terrycloth
sweat wipe, machine washable, hang dry.

p/n ICMFI2-04-L

Mach 5 vibration impact gloves large size
p/n ICMFI2-05-XL

Mach 5 vibration impact gloves xtra large
size
$19.15 + gst

IRONCLAD SUPER DUTY 2
GLOVES

p/n ICMFG2-03-M

A top of the line work glove boasts
extensive metacarpal protection &
exclusive Exo-Guard flexible finger
impact protection. Synthetic leather
finger sidewalls, lycra inner fourchettes
for breathability, TPR cuff puller, 100%
machine washable, hang dry.

p/n ICMFG2-04-L

Super Duty 2 work gloves large size

p/n ICMFG2-05-XL

Super Duty 2 work gloves xtra large
size
$27.90 + gst

Mach 5 fingerless gloves medium size
Mach 5 fingerless gloves large size
Mach 5 fingerless gloves xtra large size
$16.80 + gst

IRONCLAD TUFF CHIX
EVOLUTION GLOVES

p/n ICSDG2-04-L

p/n ICMSD2-05-XL

IRONCLAD VIBRATION
IMPACT ABSORPTION GLOVES

Tuff Chix Evolution gloves small size

Gel padding in critical palm areas to
minimize fatigue & potential damage
associated with power & impact tool use,
patented gel padding excels at absorbing
vibrations & impact for the glove’s lifetime,
Airprene knuckle impact protection, 100%
machine washable, hang dry. DUPONT
TEFLON® treatment, terry cloth sweat
wipe, TPR cuff puller

Tuff Chix Evolution gloves medium size

Vibration impact gloves medium size

Tuff Chix Evolution gloves large size

Vibration impact gloves large size

Tuff Chix Evolution gloves xtra large
size
$17.60 + gst

Vibration impact gloves xtra large size
$24.90 + gst

the Tuff Chix glove! 100% machine
washable, hang dry. terry cloth sweat
wipe, padded synthetic leather palm,
padded knuckle protection,
anatomically designed to fit a
woman’s hand, patented ROLLTOP
fingertips, reinforced fingernail guards.
p/n ICTCX-22-S

p/n ICTCX-23-M
p/n ICTCX-24-L

p/n ICTCX-25-XL

CARING FOR YOUR IRONCLAD
GLOVES
Please note that the washing & care
instructions are on the original
product packaging. For extended
durability & comfort, machine wash &
hang dry your Ironclad gloves on a
regular basis. Machine wash on
cool. DO NOT use bleach, machine dry
or use an iron on Ironclad gloves. Air
drying is recommended in order to
keep the size consistent with its
original form from time of purchase.
We suggest you wash your gloves
from time to time in order to remove
grime & salts that build up from
sweat.

p/n ICWWI2-03-M
p/n ICWWI2-04-L

p/n ICWWI2-05-XL

IRONCLAD WRENCHWORX 2
MECHANICS GLOVES

Combining superior dexterity and comfort with
industry leading protection, the Wrenchworx®
is the choice for professional mechanics
everywhere. Our Teflon treated synthetic
leather results in a glove that’s oil and water
resistant for long lasting performance.,
Airprene knuckle impact protection, 100%
machine washable, hang dry. DUPONT
TEFLON® treatment, terry cloth sweat wipe,
BEST USES Professional Mechanics, Power
Sports, Hand & Power Tool Use
p/n ICWWX2-03-M

Wrenchworx 2 mechanics gloves medium
p/n ICWWX2-04-L

Wrenchworx 2 mechanics gloves large
p/n ICWWX2-05-XL

Wrenchworx 2 mechanics gloves xtra large
$24.90 + gst

www.waihyd.co.nz
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P/n FS4311-03-009

4311 EPDM black adhesive foam seal tape 3mm X 9mm X 25 metre roll

$14.90 + gst

P/n FS4311-03-015

4311 EPDM black adhesive foam seal tape 3mm X 15mm X 25 metre roll

$24.30 + gst

P/n FS4311-03-024

4311 EPDM black adhesive foam seal tape 3mm X 24mm X 25 metre roll

$40.27 + gst

P/n FS4311-03-048

4311 EPDM black adhesive foam seal tape 3mm X 48mm X 25 metre roll

$77.78 + gst

P/n FS4311-06-012

4311 EPDM black adhesive foam seal tape 6mm X 12mm X 12 metre roll

$16.31 + gst

P/n FS4311-06-018

4311 EPDM black adhesive foam seal tape 6mm X 18mm X 12 metre roll

$22.68 + gst

P/n FS4311-06-024

4311 EPDM black adhesive foam seal tape 6mm X 24mm X 12 metre roll

$30.20 + gst

P/n FS4311-06-036

4311 EPDM black adhesive foam seal tape 6mm X 36mm X 12 metre roll

$46.48 + gst

P/n FS4311-06-048

4311 EPDM black adhesive foam seal tape 6mm X 48mm X 12 metre roll

$59.29 + gst

P/n FS4311-09-012

4311 EPDM black adhesive foam seal tape 9mm X 12mm X 12 metre roll

$14.48 + gst

P/n FS4311-09-015

4311 EPDM black adhesive foam seal tape 9mm X 15mm X 8 metre roll

$17.15 + gst

P/n FS4311-09-024

4311 EPDM black adhesive foam seal tape 9mm X 24mm X 8 metre roll

$27.44 + gst

P/n FS4311-12-009

4311 EPDM black adhesive foam seal tape 12mm X 9mm X 6 metre roll

$11.15 + gst

P/n FS4311-12-036

4311 EPDM black adhesive foam seal tape 12mm X 36mm X 6 metre roll

$43.88 + gst

4311 EPDM BLACK ADHESIVE FOAM SEAL TAPE

Medium - firm density, high bond acrylic adhesive, Excellent foam for extreme
environmental conditions, exterior, UV, snow & rain, very good foam for higher
temperatures . up to 125C°. Flame Retardant to FMVSS-302 and self
extinguishing, plasticiser free (plastic compatible), non-toxic & long life, has an
ability to resume its normal shape after being stretched or compressed
More sizes are available or can be cut to order. PVC foam tapes, PVC nitrile
foam tapes and PE foam tapes ( FDA food compliance) in varied densities are
also available

Description

p/n

Ideal for cleaning metal and timber surfaces prior to
painting or other finishing, cleaning up welds and injection
molders, leaves a smoother finish than wire brushes.
Also suitable for removing paint coatings from metal
and timber surfaces without gouging.

StripX depressed centre nylon discs for
cleaning & stripping rust & painted
surfaces. Standard black & heavy duty
purple

Price

SX1040

STRIPX STD BLACK D/C WHEEL 100x16mm

$8.13 + gst

SX1041

STRIPX STD BLACK D/C WHEEL 115x22mm

$10.12+ gst

SX1042

STRIPX STD BLACK D/C WHEEL 127x22mm

$10.60 + gst

SX1043

STRIPX STD BLACK D/C WHEEL 178x22mm

$16.91 + gst

SX1050

STRIPX H/D PURPLE D/C WHEEL 100x16mm

$10.27 + gst

SX1051

STRIPX H/D PURPLE D/C WHEEL 115x22mm

$11.20 + gst

SX1052

STRIPX H/D PURPLE D/C WHEEL 127x22mm

$12.86 + gst

SX1053

STRIPX H/D PURPLE D/C WHEEL 178x22mm

$26.04 + gst

SURFACE CONDITIONING
DISCS

WAITEMATA HYDRAULICS & ENGINEERING SUPPLIES LTD
27-31 WAIPAREIRA AVENUE HENDERSON 0610 ph 09 8392040
Henderson email: sales@waihyd.co.nz

77a WIRI STATION ROAD MANUKAU 2104 ph 09 2623914
Manukau email: salesman@waihyd.co.nz

All prices quoted are exclusive of GST and apply from the 1st June - 31st July 2021 Available only while stocks last
© 2021 Waitemata Hydraulics & Engineering Supplies Ltd. Reproduction of this publication in whole or in part is
prohibited without written approval from Waitemata Hydraulics & Engineering Supplies Ltd

www.waihyd.co.nz

